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October 3-6—Southwest Section Meeting—San
Luis Obispo, CA

October 4-6–The Great Pacific Airshow
(Huntington Beach)

October 16–Business Meeting 7pm at ACI Jet—
Come join us or participate via
teleconference. Check your email for
teleconference instructions.

October 19—Big Bear Fly-In—Arrival in Big Bear
at 11am to meet Marikay! (See page 4.)

October 19—IFR Refresher Ground School with
Mike Jesch 8am-3pm (See page 5.)

October 24–General Meeting 5:30pm at Henry
Arjad’s hangar. RSVP with CJ! ————->

November 9—”The Flight Review” Seminar with
Michael Church

November 20–Business Meeting 7pm at ACI
Jet—Check your email for teleconference
instructions.

November—General Meeting—Date to be
decided.

OUR MISSION — The NINETY-NINES® INTERNATIONAL
ORGANIZATION OF WOMEN PILOTS® promotes
advancement of aviation through education, scholarships, and
mutual support while honoring our unique history and sharing
our passion for flight. Established in 1929 by 99 women pilots,
the members of The Ninety-Nines, Inc.®, International
Organization of Women Pilots®, are represented in all areas of
aviation today. And, to quote Amelia, fly "for the fun of it!"

October General Meeting

Our October General Meeting will be held in Henry Arjad's

hangar at KSNA. Guests without badges will need to meet at

Dove Street and be escorted in. Please contact CJ at

deltacharlieaviation@gmail.com to RSVP and for directions and

info. RSVP no later than October 23rd.

Here's what you can expect:

∗ We will first visit Pat's hangar, see her Stearman, and enjoy 

some 1940's snacks.

∗ At Henry’s hangar:

∗ An intro to desktop flight simulators (MS FSX) as a 

“Training Aid” for General Aviation

∗ Henry’s Piper J3-C65 Cub (which our Jessica has flown)

∗ Simulator demo by a pre-solo, OC99 member (Jessica

Yant) and how she has adapted MS FSX to supplement

her experiences in the Piper J3 Cub

∗ Simulator Flying “What if” scenarios for Landing a J3

Cub

∗ Presentation by Brian Bartle�, retired FAA ATC Tower 

Controller at KSNA, on X-Plane Flight Simulator

versions

∗ Q&A with Brian on how ATC works (ATC Tower,

Ground, Clearance/Delivery) and what one can do to

make piloting easier at KSNA

Many thanks to Colleen, Henry, Ray, Jessica and Pat.

This should be great fun!

October 2019



Happy October!  

Welcome to fall and the warmup for the holiday season. Halloween invites many to 
dress up scary, funny, tough or, as I have noticed, scantily clad. Actually, airplanes 
have a history of utilizing a similar approach.  

The first airplane with a scary theme was an Italian boat plane that sported a sea 
monster on its fuselage. Some airplanes were even dolled up as if they lived in an 
aqueous environment with a frightening shark tooth disguise on their nose. The 
Sopwith Dolphin, German Roland CIIs and Luftwaffe Bf 110s glided across the skies 
sporting these sharp teeth. These trendsetters led to the shark tooth smile on 
Curtiss P40s in North Africa and the Flying Tigers in China. You can see shark teeth examples gracing the walls at our 
local Chino (cheaper than JWA fueling spot) Flying Tigers. By 1918, distinguishing artwork became a way of identifying 

units. The Chief of the Air Service for the American Expeditionary Force ordered the 
creation of distinct unit insignia producing the Hat in the Ring of the 94th Aero 
Squadron and the Kicking Mule of the 95th. Did you know the Ferrari logo owes its 
roots to the flair of an Italian airplane? The Cavallino Rampante (prancing horse) 
was painted on the side of the plane of Francesco Baracca, an ace of the Italian Air 
Force and national hero of World War I.  In 1923, when Enzo Ferrari won a race he 
met Count Enrico Baracca, father of the hero. He then met the Countess Paolina, 
mother of Francesco Baracca, who asked him to paint her son’s horse on his car to 

bring him good luck. You can often spot the prancing black horse, Cavallino Rampante, zooming around Newport Coast. 

Artists love to have space to create, which made United States Army Air Force bombers an ideal                         
canvas. Inventive, humorous themes became popular. For instance, “Special Delivery” has an     
image of a stork delivering a bomb. The Ruptured Duck, a Mitchell B-25, after suffering tail   
damage during a training exercise  ended up with the image of Donald Duck on crutches wearing 
a headset painted onto the nose of the plane.  

Dressing up for Halloween gives people the opportunity to adopt a persona. Airplanes in the      
Korean and Vietnam wars also adopted this technique. AC-130 gunships from the Vietnam era 
sported names such as Ghost Rider, War Lord and Thor. 

The pin-up was a popular theme for nose art. Memphis Belle, Flamin’                       
Mamie and Butterfly Baby are examples of aircraft nicknames adorned with pin-ups. 
Unlike scantily clad Halloween revelers, the Air Force’s pin-ups (that were not as 
close to the public eye) took a racier approach. Like our public restrooms, by 1993 it 
was mandated that nose art must be gender neutral. This neutralization hasn’t     
happened to Halloween costumes just yet.  

Like a good Halloween costume party, various get-ups on these airplanes worked to 
create unity among the group. Nose art may be considered a form of folk art. The 
Museum of International Folk Art claims, “There are many different ways to think about folk art. In fact, there is no 
one definition of folk art.” In collecting and displaying folk art, the museum considers various concepts. One of the 
museum’s concepts says folk art “is of, by, and for the people; all people, inclusive of class, status, culture,            
community, ethnicity, gender, and religion.” This sense of belonging and community was important for the troops to 
connect with their airplanes and teams. Each artwork has a unique story for each individual aircraft.  

Naming things also gives a people a way to connect. I got caught at one Halloween party when someone couldn’t quite 
name what exactly my costume was. I had to admit I hadn’t tried very hard and I was simply just “Cheryl with a hat on.” 
During World War II, an image to accompany the name helped personalize and anthropomorphize the  flying machines 
that so many depended on. I can’t imagine that crew members would talk about their airplane using the numerical 
identifier, but stories could be certainly told about that Memphis Belle or Thor. 

 

Cheryl 

 



WE’RE 90 YEARS OLD!

In 1929, of the more than 9,000 pilots in the United States

at that time, just 117 of them were women. That year, for

the first time, women pilots were finally granted access to

air racing, with twenty pilots competing in the first

transcontinental Air Derby from Santa Monica to

Cleveland – but only in aircraft with horsepower deemed “appropriate for a woman.” Perhaps

it was during this nine-day race that the idea of forming an organization to provide support for

women pilots took root.

That November, the 117 U.S. women pilots were invited to assemble at Curtiss Field in Valley

Stream, Long Island, New York to provide “mutual support, advance aviation, and maintain

historical records on women in aviation” – three goals that guide the organization to this day.

Louise Thaden, the winner of that first woman’s Air Derby, was elected Secretary and worked

to keep the group together. In 1931 Amelia Earhart was elected the first President, and the

organization was named The Ninety-Nines to represent its ninety-nine charter members.

November 2, 2019 marks the 90th anniversary of that first meeting at Curtiss Field. Now more

than 6,000 members strong, The Ninety-Nines has spread its wings around the globe, with 156

chapters in North America, South America, Europe, Asia, Australia, Africa, New Zealand, and the

Middle East. Every Ninety-Nine is a pilot or student pilot, and members represent all facets of

aviation – commercial pilots, flight instructors, military pilots, helicopter pilots, balloon pilots,

acrobatic pilots, astronauts, and for the fun-of-it pilots. In fulfillment of its mission to honor the

history of women in aviation, The Ninety-Nines owns two museums – the Amelia Earhart

Birthplace Museum in Atchison, Kansas and the Museum of Women Pilots located in The

Ninety-Nines Headquarters Building at Will Rogers Airport in Oklahoma City. Each year, the

Amelia Earhart Memorial Scholarship Fund awards thousands of dollars in scholarships to

members who are pursuing advanced ratings, completing their initial training, or conducting

academic research in an aviation field. The annual International Conference and Career Expo

offers a hiring fair, educational seminars, inspirational speakers, opportunities to explore an

interesting locale, and lots of hangar flying!

All female pilots, student pilots, and aspiring pilots are welcome to attend a local Chapter

meeting, a regional Section meeting, or any Ninety-Nines event. The Ninety-Nines website,

www.ninety-nines.org, is a great resource for information, including how to find a local chapter.

Join us!!

Submitted by Cathy Prudhomme, International Secretary



What could be more fun than lunch at Big Bear? Lunch at Marikay’s beau�ful home!

Join us for our BB fly-in October 19, to visit Marikay.  Plan to be in BB at 11am, weather permi�ng. 
Marikay has once again offered to provide our lunches—last �me it was delicious!  If you want to fly 
up to Big Bear, contact Colleen Handrahan at colleenhandrahan@icloud.com or Diane Myers at
Rmyers533@cox.net. Let us know if you have an airplane available, and how many are seats open.
If you want a ride, tell us that also and we’ll try to coordinate everyone.

October 2012: Arlene Wilske, Colleen
Handrahan, Shirley McFall, Marikay

Lindstrom, Diane Myers   Marikay’s beau�ful back yard backs up to the forest.

In November, 2017, Marikay fixed a delicious lunch for 
us! And, great stories were told!

Three airplanes flew up.  Claudia Ferguson (SFV 99 ) flew her Cardinal with Shirley McFall;  Amy Davis flew her        
Comanche with Barbara Ward (former Comanche owner) and Irene Engard; Diane Myers flew a Sunrise 172 with  

Marlene Garaffa and Colleen Handrahan.



Cap’n Mike’s IFR Refresher Ground School
8:00 AM to 3:00 PM – October 19, 2019

This is a full IFR ground school refresher that is primarily for
instrument rated airplane pilots. But, it is also for those currently
studying for their initial instrument rating. We’ll review everything
from pilot qualifications and logging, through equipment
requirements, flight planning, weather, charts, regulations, and
documents, to in-flight techniques to hone your single pilot IFR
flying skills, and much, much more.

Bring your fully-charged iPad or other tablet device loaded with
your favorite EFB and flight data and documents appropriate to
California. Or, bring your paper charts and books if you prefer.

Mike Jesch has been a single and multi-engine instrument ground and flight instructor
since 1985 and has flown many thousands of hours “In the System.” He puts that wealth
of knowledge and experience together with an open and approachable style, to help
refresh your knowledge, confidence, and readiness to be a Real IFR Pilot.

Cap’n Mike‘s (mostly) day job has been with a major
airline since 1987, where he has flown as Captain on
the Boeing 737 since 2002. But, his “real” flying takes
place in an IFR-equipped Cessna 182 based at
Fullerton or whatever his clients show up in to fly that
day. He is a two-time Master CFI and a FAASTeam
Lead Representative in the Long Beach (CA) FSDO.
As a speaker on the national stage, he has presented
on a wide range of subjects across the country for
numerous groups, including AOPA, The 99s, EAA,
Aviation Mastery, and more.

Reservations are a must and guarantee a seat for this
very worthwhile seminar. Seats will sell out quickly! Please make payment ($75.00) via
PayPal at www.oc99s.sws99s.org to confirm your reservation. Continental breakfast
and lunch will be provided as part of this fee.

This class qualifies for Wings credit.

Location of Seminar – John Wayne Airport Commission Room at 3160 Airway Avenue,
Costa Mesa, California 92626

Questions or Comments? – Please contact Pat Prentiss at patprentiss@aol.com

mailto:patprentiss@aol.com


Sharing the Joy of Flying! ~ by Melody Liddell

For a while now, I had been asking Linda to go flying with me when she felt up to the task. So, on beau�ful a CAVU August 
Friday morning, I picked Linda up (she even brought her logbook to log our flight) and we were off to my airplane!

As anyone knows who has flown with me, I like to do pre-flight together if my passenger is a pilot (two sets of eyes are 
always beneficial) and Linda certainly fit the bill.  

Linda holds CFI and CFII ra�ngs, so I knew I had a very experienced co-pilot on board. As we
were looking over the airplane, Diane Myers stopped by to give Linda a stool to help her enter
the plane, and she took some photos, too.  When we were sa�sfied with the  pre-flight, I 
hopped in first, and as Linda slid gracefully into the passenger seat, she reminded me that it 
had been a LONG �me since she’d flown so I be�er stay vigilant. I wasn’t concerned. 

We fired up the plane and 
received a clearance for a
Newport departure (heading

150 towards Dana Point).  I figured we’d just fly around un�l 
Linda was ready to return. As soon as we began our climb
out, I gave Linda the controls. She didn't miss a beat, she
took it over like the pro she is. Maneuvers over Dana Point,
Linda looked to be having an absolute ball. I said “What do
you think about heading over to Corona for fuel?” A huge
“YES!” was her response. I told her to head towards the 241
toll road peak, and we’d listen to KAJO AWOS when we entered the canyon. Sure enough, wind
favored runway 25, so I took over with the self announcing.  Pre�y smooth landing (would Linda agree?).  We pulled up to 
fuel and a�er hopping out, a gentleman rode up on a bike and did the dirty work for us: pulled the grounding line, and        
extended the heavy fuel hose. Linda got a kick out of watching me fuel the plane as she hadn't done that before. We
wandered over to the Pilots’ Lounge and found donuts (yay!) on the table, bought a Pepsi to split and that was lunch. Next
thing we know, two guys pull up in a golf cart to chat about the 310 he just bought. We shot the breeze with them for awhile,
then another man pulls up on a moped. It was the husband of an amazing lady pilot/mechanic based at Corona. The
husband said, “Come to our hangar”, so I instructed Linda to get on the back of the moped (I vouched for the character of the
husband) and off they went.  I had to grab my phone from the Pilots’ Lounge and then walked over.  Linda was se�led in   
nicely on the couch when I got there.  We stayed and shot the breeze for about half an hour and I could see Linda was ge�ng 
�red. It took a lot of energy to fly and socialize, but I think she had a sneaking suspicion it would not be a dull day hanging out 
with me!

Back in the plane, we took a straight out departure and climbed to 3,000’. Linda flew 
the whole way to downwind for 20L at KSNA.

I think Linda impressed herself with how much it all came back to her once she was in
the airplane. I hope to take a longer flight with her in October. She was an absolute 
pleasure to fly with and she’s a wonderful person all around!



View from the Right Seat:  My flight with Melody  ~ by Linda Eldridge

It was one of those perfect August mornings at Orange County John Wayne Airport in Southern California, a
clear blue sky, only a slight breeze, an absolute perfect day for flying! The pilot is Melody Liddell, who knows 
her airplane from prop to rudder and everything in between.  When she invited me to go flying with her, it 
was truly a magnificent gi�, since due to health interrup�ons, my flying days had all but come to a close. I was
very excited and grateful to have the opportunity to fly right seat, especially with such a competent 
pilot as Melody!

The preflight was completely thorough, with Melody verbalizing the 
func�on of every control surface as she visually checked, touched 
and examined all the control surfaces of her beau�ful PA-28 Warrior
69815. A trip down the coast to Dana Point and Oceanside is always
a beau�ful flight, followed by a perfect landing at Corona, where we 
were  greeted by the friendly folks you expect to find at an             
uncontrolled field.

Melody is very friendly and we enjoyed cha�ng with a family in a   
hangar nearby. The beauty of a small uncontrolled airport is to be
found in the people you meet, and the �me and space to visit and 
chat with them, and meet their airport pooch of course! It’s a
different world from daily life for many of us, and a refreshing way to 
see the world.

The flight back to John Wayne Airport was uneven�ul as Melody 
finished the flight with a perfect landing of course!! I give Melody
lots of praise, not only for taking such care of her airplane, staying
current, but also for sharing the flying experience! She
inspired me to do what it takes to get current again and
remember the joy of sharing the flying experience! (I
think that’s what 99s are all about!)

Flying is a joy, whether you are a passenger or a pilot, but
the sharing is the best!!  Advice: take someone flying 
whenever you can, or offer your services as safety pilot for 
an instrument pilot busy trying to stay IFR current in our
beau�ful Southern California weather!!  Every flight is a 
unique and wonderful experience and sharing a flight is 
the best!! Maybe that’s why we do it!! (Maybe that’s how
the 99s got started!!!)



My Dual Cross Country Flight to Big Bear ~ by Sofia Nosratabadi

I have a new flight instructor, Garry Felker, who took me (or who I took, depending on your perspec�ve as a 

confident pilot-in-command or a nervous student pilot) on a dual cross-country flight to Big Bear. 

We arrived at Big Bear from the back, instead of the route that people usually take to come into it. I picked

that route because I wanted to see why the back of the mountain is called Moron. The thought process behind

the name is unclear because when we got there, it was so lonesome! There were no landmarks to hang onto,

and there’s no one there to care to change the name to anything else. It turns out that it’s not the name of a

mountain, but of an intersec�on in the sky, so you can punch it in and navigate to it. 

The weather was completely calm the whole way there, un�l we started flying into that bowl. By the 

�me we got close to the airport and were preparing to land on runway 26, the wind was variable from 180

all the way to 260, with gusts at 17 knots. My POH states that the maximum crosswind component during

landing should be 10 knots for beginner and average pilots, and 15 knots for advanced pilots. I’m also

supposed to land at 60 knots, but my speed on final approach was fluctua�ng between 55 knots and 90 

knots. And, that was calmer than when we were higher up in the air coming into the airport!

I’m in a light sport aircra�, so I feel every breeze, like I'm flying in a cardboard box. It was scary. I      

couldn’t land. My instructor had to do it for me. Normally, he would make me stay at the controls

because he won’t let me get away with anything or get lazy; but, this �me it was so unpredictable that he just 

took over the controls. He was talking in a calm voice, but I could tell this was not normal. We didn't know if we

would be able to land un�l we got 20 feet above the runway. He told me a�erwards that these were the    

strongest gusts he had ever experienced at Big Bear. It was a bumpy landing, but we made it! And, it was cold

up there, so I got to experience being comfortable in my own plane for the first �me. 

It's usually not a good idea to share with people who don't know you well that you are Russian, especially in the

field of avia�on. It immediately invites Russian spy jokes, even if people say them only in their minds and not to 

your face. So, when we sat down to get lunch at the Big Bear Airport, who did we get as our waitress? Another

Russian lady, out of all people. What was a Russian person doing at Big Bear? Aren't they always at

museums, parks and theaters in big ci�es? Garry thought it was a setup and he was being

surrounded. I had to confess that the waitress and I were triangula�ng - one Russian at his front,

one at his back. I had the old Soviet na�onal anthem playing in the back of my mind the whole �me.  

Google it. It's very s�ck-in-your-head-able.

This is the kind of landscape you can expect to

see on the way to Big Bear.

It was cold up there, so I got to experience being

comfortable in my own plane for the first �me.   

Normally, the flying experience out of KSNA is like 

this. Pilot controlled “air condi�oning” © 2019

Ma�hieu Gen�l

Perris Reservoir is an ar�ficial lake with a cute island in the 

center and an even more ar�ficial reef on the lake floor made 

of tractor �res.

Doing my Russian spy duty via aerial photography of fighter jets at the 

March Air Reserve Base in Riverside. My instructor may not have

known this before ge�ng in the plane with me, but Sunrise Avia�on 

has a third party contract with the Russian government to conduct

reconnaissance opera�ons in the area covered by the Los Angeles TAC. 

How do you think the school stays in business? Funded en�rely by 

starving students?

This is me naviga�ng using pilotage, with a useful �p 

from Garry on the proper way to fold a map so I don't

have to struggle with all the crazy panels when

unfurling them to see the next segment of the flight. I 

have a s�ck between my legs, so my cockpit demands 

efficiency. One wrong move, and I knock the controls.



I don’t have to wear the hood any more! ~ by Kimmie Yehling

I never really appreciated my free �me un�l a�er I passed my instrument check-ride. Fly, study, eat,
sleep and repeat is what my daily life had been since I began studying for this ra�ng. It felt like I was 
never going to get it. Every �me I jumped into the cockpit, everything I learned seemed to escape 
me. UGH, maybe I’m just not cut-out for this. But, then one day it clicked!! I had the AH-HA
moment. What a total relief and confidence builder. In my studies, I really focused on weather and 
this came in handy, since the bulk of the oral exam was about weather. My DPE works out of
Bracke� and I am at John Wayne. We were going to be ge�ng started at 0800, so I chose to fly out 
the night before and get a hotel room. That morning, Civil Air Patrol was running a SAREX, so the
airport was loud and busy and it was all very distrac�ng. Two hours into the oral part, we decided to 
discon�nue my exam. Fortunately, we were able to reschedule before my 60 days were up and I 
returned a few weeks later. Once again, I flew in the night before. We got started at 0800, but    
ended up having to wait un�l 1330 for the skies to clear. Everything went smooth in the air, minus 
the pockets of light/moderate turbulence that kept my workload pre�y heavy. I flew for 90 minutes 
and did three missed approaches, a DME arc, a hold and unusual a�tudes. I was super happy when 
my DPE offered to land, I think he could tell I was exhausted and I s�ll had to fly home.  As hard as 
this ra�ng was, I would do it all over again. I feel like such a different pilot having done it!! 

A li�le history:  I received my PPL in Dec 2017 
and began studying IFR in January 2018. I took
and passed my wri�en in March 2018. 
My training was so intermi�ent as life got in the 
way. I was with Dan full-�me April - June 2018,
then we took the summer off as Dan had stuff 
going on and I have my kids home for the
summers. Then we hit it again Sept, Oct then off 
for the holidays. Then we really didn’t hit it
again un�l mid March 2019. So my training has
been broken-up, but it was always on my mind
and I self-studied as much as possible.

Happy & relieved Kimmie just a�er her checkride!

The panel in Kimmie’s Archer.              Kimmie prac�cing approaches.



Our chairman Cheryl flies to Riverside – for onion rings??? ~ by Melody Liddell

I always look forward to flying with our Chairman, Cheryl. So, when I asked her
what she thought of a flight to Montgomery Field, she was on board. Unfortunately,
the weather along the coast was not to my liking on the morning of our departure. So,
I said, “I know Riverside isn't very glamorous, but the restaurant has THE BEST
onion rings in the basin, what do you say?” Cheryl responded that she was just happy
to be flying and that Riverside would be fine. As usual, a very thorough pre-flight,
then we fired up the plane and taxied to run-up, which went smoothly. After an El
Toro departure with a heading of 080, I handed off the airplane to Cheryl for the
duration of the flight. She flew us to the downwind leg at KRAL, then it was up to
me to finish up the pattern and execute a smooth landing. It was a hot day, so the air
conditioning in the restaurant was welcome, to say the least. You know what I had,
plus lots of ranch dressing. Cheryl had a turkey sandwich. We didn't have time to
dawdle, since Cheryl was teaching a class that night, so we hopped back in the plane.
Once again Cheryl flew the trip home, and we were cleared for a straight in on 20R.
Got the plane dressed and Cheryl had time to spare before getting to class. Another
fun, successful flight! Next up, Montgomery Field!



You Got An Attitude?? (for Aviation, that is…)

Let me start off by saying that this isn’t about the attitude of your aircraft in the air. Rather, this article
contains a few thoughts I’ve had about our own mental attitudes and how they influence a successful flight.
Ever hear that “attitude is everything”? Sure! Ever think about that with respect to how you approach flying?
Your attitudes about your flying can make major differences in how things turn out. There are probably
hundreds of different things that could be said but let me just go over a few. Hopefully, it’ll give you a little to
think about (and not put you to sleep).

Have no fear! An attitude of confidence goes a long way toward ensuring that you have a great flight.
Confidence comes from knowing you can handle whatever might come up during the course of your trip. In
other words, truly being the “pilot in command” of the aircraft and the situation. What gives you that
confidence is practice and keeping your skills current. Also keep to your own personal flight limits. If
conditions are outside of your limits, such as too much wind, stay on the ground and go another day. Why
put yourself in an unpleasant or potentially risky (for you) situation? If you find you’re losing your confidence
in your skills, then it’s time to go up and spend some time working on them, perhaps with an instructor. The
goal is to always be the master of the machine (perhaps not something some of us girls were taught when we
were growing up?), not be a back-seat passenger waiting for something to happen. It’s tough to think straight
when you’re scared, and that’s most likely a time when you’ll really need to be able to think. A great number
of aviation accidents are the result of pilot error exacerbated by panic. Trade timidity for capability and
confidence by training, then fear will never get the best of you. The fact that you have your license to fly
proves you have the capacity to handle your airplane. That fact and the training to keep your skills sharp will
keep your confidence level high. You owe it to yourself and your passengers.

Be cool! Have you ever observed somebody losing their temper and thought how really stupid they
looked and how useless it was for them? That kind of angry attitude never helped anybody.
Maintaining a cool and professional attitude in the cockpit is a good way to help ensure that you
have “smooth sailing” when you fly. ATC will appreciate it and you’ll get more out of your dealings with them.
None of us reacts well to having another angry person in our face. Escalating an argument is
counterproductive. Whining and grousing don’t work well, either, no matter how right you may be. If you find
yourself in a disagreement with a controller, keep your temper (you don’t want to make yourself look bad, for
one thing, and don’t forget everything you say to ATC is recorded) and make the best of the situation. If
further conversation is needed, you can ask for the controller’s “initials” (their operating ID – they are required
give them to you if you ask) and a phone number so you can resolve the problem after you land and secure
the aircraft.

Keep learning! I don’t know about you, but one of the things I love about flying and aviation is that I’m
always learning something new about aviation from things I read about it and from every pilot I talk to.
Keeping an attitude of curiosity is a great asset. You never know when you’ll hear something that will
set off the proverbial light bulb in your head. Useful facts are always out there waiting to be
discovered (or reinforced!). Let me encourage you to talk to your instructor, read at least 1 aviation

periodical (see references below), talk to other, more experienced pilots, attend safety meetings, join AOPA,
etc. You’re already a part of the 99s and that’s great! Participate in Chapter activities. Education is a big part
of the mission of the 99s. NEVER be afraid to ask questions, and don’t ever stop asking them!!!

Think safety! (You didn’t think I’d stop without that one, did you? ☺ ) I’ve been writing a lot about safety for
a long time now (this is my 31st year!), and I can’t encourage you enough to adopt an attitude of safety. You
know the usual litany:

• Always keep checking, even if you’re “sure”.
(this applies to pre-flight, WX, traffic and lots of other things)

• Slow down, take your time and don’t rush!
• Don’t rely on memory – use that checklist.

The unfortunate thing about common sense is that it isn’t all that “common”. If you find yourself falling prey
to “get-there-itis” or “well, maybe it’s not THAT bad”, it might be best to think things out again – preferably
out loud in a conversation with a disinterested party. We all do a certain amount of “risk management” every
day. Even getting up in the morning has its risks! A little common sense and your safety attitude will go a
long way toward insuring you have lots of happy flying.

Have a safe flight!
Claudia Ferguson, FAA Safety Counselor © CK Ferguson 2019



OUR MISSION — The NINETY-NINES® INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION OF WOMEN
PILOTS® promotes advancement of aviation through education, scholarships, and mutual support
while honoring our unique history and sharing our passion for flight. Established in 1929 by 99
women pilots, the members of The Ninety-Nines, Inc.®, International Organization of Women Pi-
lots®, are represented in all areas of aviation today. And, to quote Amelia, fly "for the fun of it!"

Join us Online

Chapter Website - http://oc99s.sws99s.org/new

Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/oc99s

Contact the OC99s - OCninetynines@gmail.com

To a Very Accomplished Woman: All Ninety-Nines

Happy October Birthdays!

5 Patti Siegfried
5 Chris Cox
7 Lois Dillman
7 Marci Mauthe
18 Shirley McFall
19 Arlene Wilske
21 Trish Magdaleno
29 Patty Murray
31 Becky Valdez

If we missed your birthday, Happy Belated,
and please send the date to Irene Engard — engards@aol.com

Thank you to all who have contributed to this issue!
Plane Tales is a collaborative effort. We count on many

to help make it the wonderful newsletter that it is.

Amazon Smile Link - https://smile.amazon.com


